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ABSTRACT
In the process of review for assessing a piece of work, agree-
ment or consensus among reviewers is vital to review qual-
ity. As classroom peer assessments are undertaken by näıve
peers, disagreement among peer assessors can confuse the
assessees and lead them to question the review process. Al-
though there are methods like inter-rater reliability (IRR)
to measure disagreement in summative feedback, in the au-
thors’ knowledge, there is no method for finding disagree-
ments within formative feedback. It may take more time and
effort for the instructor to review the feedback to find dis-
agreements than it would to simply perform an expert review
without involving peer assessors. An automated method can
help locate disagreements among reviewers. In this work, we
used a clustering algorithm and NLP techniques to find dis-
agreement in formative feedback. As the review comments
are related by context and semantics, we implemented a
semi-supervised approach to fine-tune the SentenceTrans-
former model to capture the context and semantics-based
relation among the review texts, which in turn improved
the comment clustering performance.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Peer review has long been an effective component of stu-
dents’ learning experience [15]. Previous studies showed that
assessment by student peers could be as accurate as assess-
ment by the instructor [14]. Not only do students learn from
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reviews they receive, but they learn even more from provid-
ing feedback [11, 2, 9, 5, 13]. To make the peer-assessment
process more accurate and unbiased, each artifact is gen-
erally anonymized and reviewed separately by multiple re-
viewers [4]. Since peer reviewers assess fewer artifacts than
the instructor, they can afford to spend more time on each
[1]. However, peer reviewers do not always agree with each
other’s reviews. In Table 1, we have shown review comments
on a piece of work where reviewers had incoherent opinions.

Though it is important for reviews to be coherent, to our
knowledge, no classroom peer review process implements
a meta-review round to find disagreements among the re-
viewers. One reason is that in the peer-review process, the
number of reviews can be overwhelming for an instructor
to meta-review, causing far more trouble than simply re-
viewing the artifacts themselves. For example, r reviewers
review s students for c items, makes r × s × c reviews to
meta-review. An efficient way to identify disagreements is
by implementing cutting-edge NLP methods to group the
reviews expressing similar opinions together and locating
the disagreements using a clustering algorithm. However,
grouping the peers’ comments using a clustering algorithm
is not a straightforward task. Peer reviewers are often given
a rubric [12] and in ideal cases, reviewers are expected to find
the same issues in a piece of work, which makes the review
texts semantically similar. Empirically we observed com-
ments expressing disagreement might contain similar words
and structure, or conversely, similar ideas may be expressed
with completely different words. For example, in response
to a rubric item, “If there are functions in the agent con-
troller, are they handling one and only one functionality?”
two peer reviewers’ comments on the same piece of work
are, “All functions are handling one to one functionality”
and “They can handle multiple functionalities.” These two
comments are semantically very similar but clearly, the re-
viewers are in disagreement. It makes a difficult case for
a state-of-the-art language model to distinguish the differ-
ence. The accuracy of a text clustering model depends on
the feature vectors of the texts, i.e., similar texts should be
represented as similar feature vectors [10]. SBERT is a cur-
rent state-of-the-art sentence feature embedding model that
is designed to be fine-tuneable for a downstream dataset.
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Table 1: Table shows four peer-reviewers’ comments on a piece of work following a rubric item. Three of the reviewers are in
agreement, and one reviewer disagrees.

Rubric Item Student Reviewers Review Comments

Is the UI of the application neat and logical? Student 1
Rev 1 UI seems awesome, but lacks functionality and features.
Rev 2 Yes, Nav bar is very clearly implemented.
Rev 3 The UI is not particularly neat and logical.
Rev 4 UI is neat and I particularly liked the navigation bar.

In this study, we first compare the performance of four sentence-
feature-embedding methods and pick the best method to
fine-tune the model. We finally compare the clustering re-
sult using feature vectors of the pre-tarined and fine-tuned
sentence embedding models. While implementing these ap-
proaches, we will address three research questions:

• RQ1: Which pre-trained feature extraction methods for
context and semantically related sentences work best?

• RQ2: Can we fine-tune and improve the pre-trained
SBERTmodel’s sentence-feature extraction for our context-
dependent review text using a semi-supervised approach?

• RQ3: Does improving the sentence feature extraction
method improve clustering performance?

In this study, by “Disagreement” in peer assessors’ feedback
comments, we mean i) Comments that are opposing each
other and ii) Comments that relate to disparate issues. Com-
ments that agree partially with another comment are not
considered in to be in disagreement.

2. RELATED WORK
Hiray et al. [7] showed that neural network models can
be used to identify disagreement in online discussions. In-
stead of hand-crafted feature extraction they implemented
a Siamese inspired neural network architecture to generate
feature embedding of the texts. Guan et al. [6] discussed
different text clustering approaches and found that cluster-
ing algorithms’ performance depends on the quality of the
feature vectors. Peer-review data in the educational envi-
ronment is less available than product reviews or social-
media text. The length of peer assessments is often simi-
lar in length to product reviews. Studying methods used to
analyze short texts will give us some idea about analyzing
peer-review texts. Jinarat et al. [8] identified that a major
characteristics of short texts (e.g. facebook comments and
post, tweeter text, news headline, product review etc.) is
lack of context information and the presence of much jargon
and abbreviations. These affect the performance of tradi-
tional text-clustering algorithms.

3. METHOD
This section describes the data collection process, dataset
construction, and methods we used for the study.

3.1 Collecting Formative Feedback
We acquired data for this study from the Object Oriented
Design and Development course at North Carolina State
University for a period of three semesters (Spring 2021, Fall
2021, and Spring 2022). Before the review process started,

students were shown examples of how to write quality feed-
back. The assignments were submitted and reviewed using
the Expertiza system. We collected formative feedback com-
ments from the assignment named “Program 2”. The peer
reviewers wrote the review comments in response to 201 dif-
ferent rubric items. All the reviewers’ and reviewees’ iden-
tities were anonymized before the feedback comments were
collected for analysis, so the author of the assignment or the
review comment could not be determined.

3.2 Creating the Datasets:
We prepared three datasets from the review comments we
collected over the three semesters. The three datasets are
as follows:

1. Sentence-Embedding-Test Dataset: This dataset con-
sists of 3,000 annotated pairs of review comments. The
comment pair is annotated with “1” if the two review
comments express a similar idea (agreement) and “0 ”
if they express a different idea (disagreement). These
annotations were done by five experts who are famil-
iar with the Program 2 assignment, including its rubric
and review comments. Table 2 shows an example of
the dataset.

2. Fine-Tuning Dataset: This dataset consists of 11,000
pairs of review comments. They are not initially an-
notated. We used this dataset for the semi-supervised
approach to train the model. We annotated 1,600 pairs
during the fine-tuning phase of the sentence-embedding
generator model.

3. Clustering-Test Dataset: This dataset consists of 1,000
review comments for measuring clustering-algorithm
performance quality. In this dataset we grouped all
the review comments following the same rubric item
on the same piece of work.

3.3 Sentence Embedding
Sentence embeddings are a way of representing different-
length sentences with fixed-size vectors of numbers. In this
study, we compared the performance of four sentence-embedding
methods using accuracy on the Sentence-Embedding-Test
Dataset.

Global Vectors (GloVE) is a word vectorization technique
used to convert natural language text to feature vectors that
are suitable for machine-learning models to process. GloVe
incorporates the local statistics of a word in a sentence as
well as the global occurrence of the word in the document.

Pre-trained Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Trans-
formers (BERT) model produces word embeddings that has



Table 2: Table shows a sample of Sentence-Embedding-Test dataset with paired comments, labeled for agreement (Label ”1”)
and disagreement (Label ”0”) in two comments. Each pair of comments is on the same piece of work following the same rubric
item

Comment1 Comment2 Label

1
Application to properties should be when reviewing a property, and the
application deployment is crashing hence not able to actibely test

All the required fields of student are enforced to be non-null. 0

2 Any required attributes can be null in property class. There is validation check for all necessary attributes 0
3 New property creation throws some application error, cannot test. Could not apply to a property, showing a crashing application. 1
4 Yes, validations seem to be enforced All fields were appropriately validated. 1

shown great success in finding contextual and semantic rela-
tions among words in a sentence. It is a multi-layer bidirec-
tional model based on the encoder mechanism of the trans-
former model. BERT learns the contextual relation of each
word by considering the other words in both directions in
a sentence. We can get embeddings from BERT by using
a mean-pooling method that averages the feature vectors of
each word or by the [CLS] [3] token available at the first
position of the BERT sentence embedding output.

Sentence-BERT (SBERT) utilizes a Siamese Neural Net-
work, where the neural network consists of two identical sub-
networks. The identical subnetworks have the same param-
eters and weights. The parameter updating is also mirrored
in both sub-networks. This model produces sentence embed-
ding in a way that the semantically similar sentences have
a very high cosine similarity. Unlike BERT, the Siamese
network does not require every possible pair combination
to find semantic similarity in sentences. As a result, the
computation time is reduced from O(n2) to O(n).

3.4 Active Learning
For this study, we used a semi-supervised approach known as
active learning to fine-tune the SBERT model. The key idea
for an active-learning algorithm is that a machine-learning
model can run faster and with less labeled data if it can
choose the data from which the model needs to learn. During
the iterative process of training models, an expert need to
annotate only the samples the model is uncertain of, and the
model can be trained with these annotations. Continuing
this approach iteratively helps the model learn faster with
few annotated samples.

3.5 Choosing the cosine similarity cut-off
We used the approach implemented by the SBERT authors
for choosing a cosine-similarity threshold [3]. This algorithm
picks the threshold that makes the most accurate prediction
for classifying both similar sentences and dissimilar sentence
pairs on the test dataset.

3.6 Clustering Algorithm
We chose the agglomerative clustering algorithm for our
study for the grouping task, as it does not require deciding
the number of clusters beforehand. This algorithm initially
assigns each sentence (embedding vector) to its cluster and
afterward repeatedly merges pairs of clusters until all the
clusters merge into a single cluster and form an agglomera-
tive tree.

3.7 Evaluation Metrics
For comparing the sentence-embedding generator model’s
performance on the Sentence-Embedding-Test dataset, we

Figure 1: Comparison of Sentence Embedding Approaches us-
ing Accuracy Score on the Sentence-Embedding-Test Dataset

used accuracy as a metric. For measuring the clustering
performance, we used the silhouette coefficient.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section presents the experimental results and discusses
the findings of the research questions mentioned in section
1.

RQ1: Which pre-trained feature extraction methods for con-
text and semantically related sentences work best?
We used accuracy as a metric to compare the performance of
different sentence feature extraction methods on the Sentence-
Embedding-Test dataset.

• Sentence pairs were identified as agreement or dis-
agreement from GloVe feature embeddings with an ac-
curacy score of 0.72. The classification accuracy score
was 0.73 using feature embeddings from the BERT
model’s [CLS] token and 0.75 using the mean-pooling
(average) method of BERT word embeddings. The
base SBERT model had an accuracy score of 0.79.
(Figure: 1)

• Considering the accuracy scores, base SBERT feature
extraction performed best.

RQ2: Can we fine-tune and improve the pre-trained SBERT
model’s sentence-feature extraction for our context-dependent
review text using a semi-supervised approach?



Figure 2: Fine-tuning of SBERT increased accuracy for iden-
tifying sentence similarity or difference after each iteration

Based on the accuracy scores for classifying the review-comment
pair as agreeing or disagreeing, we picked the baseline Pre-
trained SBERT model for further fine-tuning. We used
the Fine-Tuning dataset and active-learning approach to
fine-tune the SBERT model. We compared the model’s
performance using accuracy scores on the test Sentence-
Embedding-Test dataset. Fine-tuning using active learn-
ing is an iterative method, so we continued the fine-tuning
for four iterations. The result showed that the fine-tuned
SBERT model improved accuracy after every iteration (Fig-
ure 2).

RQ3: Does improving the sentence feature extraction method
improve clustering performance?
To test clustering performance, we used the Clustering-Test
dataset. For each rubric item, this dataset has 2–5 review
comments for each piece of work. We measure the clus-
tering performance of both the baseline SBERT and fine-
tuned SBERT using the silhouette score. For every cluster-
ing threshold we experimented with, the silhouette score for
fine-tuned SBERT was higher than for the baseline SBERT
model (Figure: 3).

5. CONCLUSION
In this study, we aim to identify disagreements in peer as-
sessors’ formative feedback by implementing a clustering al-
gorithm. Our hypothesis is that reviews expressing similar
feedback on a piece of work will be contextually and seman-
tically similar, and that a clustering algorithm will be able
to identify the similarity and put the similar feedback in a
single group or cluster. On the other hand, feedback that
expresses different opinions will be identified by the cluster-
ing algorithm and should be separated from other feedback.
We showed that the performance of the clustering algorithm
depends on the quality of the feature vectors that express
the reviewers’ natural language as machine-readable num-
bers. We have experimented with several baseline feature-
vector extraction methods and fine-tuned SBERT sentence-
embedding methods to compare quality. We carefully con-
structed the datasets for our experiments from reviews in a
course that implemented the peer-assessment process. For

Figure 3: The clustering performance comparison using Sil-
houette Score with different thresholds for Agglomerative Hi-
erarchical Clustering shows that Fine-tuned SBERT using Ac-
tive Learning outperformed at every threshold point

fine-tuning the SBERTmodel, we implemented a semi-supervised
active learning approach using uncertainty sampling and
expert annotation. Our study showed that the fine-tuned
SBERT sentence-embedding model outperformed the base-
line SBERT model on our test dataset. Finally, we used the
base-case model and the fine-tuned model’s sentence embed-
ding with the agglomerative clustering algorithm. We exper-
imented with different thresholds and compared our results
using silhouette scores. The silhouette score and empirical
study of the clusters formed by the fine-tuned model show
that the clustering algorithm can identify disagreements in
peer-reviewers’ formative feedback.

The key findings of this study are that base SBERT model
outperforms other feature-extraction methods like Glove and
BERT on the task of finding semantic review similarities
on a peer-review dataset containing a high amount of soft-
ware jargon. Also, we show that fine-tuning SBERT on this
context-specific data further improves the model accuracy.
We also show that fine-tuning improves the clustering done
on the peer-review data to find disagreement in the review
comments.

Since disagreement among reviewers can confuse students
and lead them to question the review process, finding dis-
agreements can help resolve the confusion by engaging re-
viewers in discussion and suggesting that the instructor in-
tervene. In the future, we intend to extend this work to
implement a recommendation system for reviewers to con-
sider revising their feedback based on key points that other
reviewers have identified.
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